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Abstract

Background and Aim: Assessing health promotion among adolescents is vital to

identify healthy and unhealthy behaviors and to evaluate health promotion

interventions. This study aimed to determine the validity and reliability of the

Persian version of the Short‐Form Adolescent Health Promotion scale.

Methods: Three hundred and twenty‐seven adolescents were recruited through a

multistage sampling method in this methodological study. The original version of

the Adolescent Health Promotion scale was translated from English to Persian

using the Backward–Forward translation protocol. Then, the scale's validity and

reliability, including the face, content, construct validity, and reliability indi-

ces, were evaluated. The statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software

version 24.

Results: The mean CVI and CVR were 0.99. The exploratory factor analysis revealed

four factors covering 42.57% of the total variance. The factor loading order of the

items did not exactly correspond to the order obtained in the English version of the

scale's validity and reliability analysis. The obtained factors called included: life

appreciation, stress management, nutrition, and health responsibility. In the current

study, both Cronbach's ɑ and the intraclass correlation coefficient were calculated at

0.84 and 0.99.

Conclusion: The Persian version of the Adolescent Health Promotion scale

developed in the present study is acceptable for the validity of the content, face,

and reliability. However, the construct validity of this scale should be checked in

other samples.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

According to World Health Organization (WHO) “health promotion is

defined as empowering people to increase control and improve their

health.”1 Hence, one of the main goals for adolescents in the “Healthy

People 2020” program is to support adolescents' health.2

Health patterns have undergone significant positive and negative

changes, especially among adolescents, over the past years because

mortality and morbidity causes have shifted from infectious agents to

behavioral factors.3 These changes expose adolescents to the

development of high‐risk health behaviors whose effects may last

for several years and even until the end of one's life.4,5 According to

reports, 1.1 million adolescents die each year due to many health‐

promoting lifestyle‐related problems such as being overweight,

alcohol or tobacco use, physical inactivity, malnutrition, cancer, and

cardiovascular disease. Also, previous research investigated the

prevalence of risky health behaviors, such as smoking, drug abuse,

alcohol consumption, and physical inactivity, among adolescents in

Iran.6‐8 A study on a sample of 3207 Iranian adolescents found that

the rate of overweight and obesity are 11/3% and 10.2%,

respectively. Furthermore, 57/2% of participants had a low physical

activity of fewer than 30min/day.7

Adolescence is significant for developing healthy behaviors, helping

determine healthy lifestyle habits in adulthood.9 Modifying health‐related

risk factors at the early stages can ensure healthy adulthood.7 In

particular, evidence suggests that performing health‐promoting behaviors

(HPBs) can reduce the risk of diseases and improve lifestyle.6,10,11

Therefore, understanding and evaluating HPBs among adolescents is

essential for healthy growth and development.12

It is essential to develop valid and reliable scales to measure

health promotion among adolescents to appraise and improve related

interventions to promote a healthy lifestyle in adolescents. Numerous

efforts have been made to design a scale to measure health

promotion, especially in adolescents, such as the Health Promoting

Lifestyle Profile (HPLP),13 the Adolescent Lifestyle Questionnaire,14

the 40‐item Adolescent Health Promotion (AHP‐40),15 and a Short‐

Form version of the AHP (AHP‐SF).16 Among these scales, the AHP‐

SF scale has been recently developed by Chen et al.16 based on

modifying the items in AHP‐40. The AHP‐SF includes a smaller

number of items; besides, it is simpler and more practical. Chen

et al.16 have also introduced AHP‐SF as a scale with appropriate

validity and reliability to assess adolescents' health promotion in

different situations through self‐assessment and evaluation by

healthcare providers.

Considering the lack of a short and convenient scale in Persian to

measure the health promotion of Iranian adolescents and time

constraints, healthcare providers have not provided adequate advice

regarding adolescents' health promotion. On the other hand, the

related literature has emphasized the importance of providing

sufficient information about the validity and reliability of the scales

in case of adopting them in different cultures.17 Therefore, to provide

a standard and reliable scale, the validity and reliability of the Persian

version of the AHP‐SF scale were investigated in the current study.

2 | METHOD

The present study was methodological research. After translating the

scale into Persian, the validity of the Persian version of the AHP‐SF

scale was evaluated by examining the content, face, and construct

validity, and its reliability was assessed in terms of internal

consistency and stability.

2.1 | Population and sampling

The study population comprised all middle‐school adolescent

students in the southern suburbs of Tehran, Iran. The south of

Tehran was chosen to study because of its diverse texture. They

can consider as a representative sample for the whole city. The

Tehran University of Medical Sciences also covers the southern

regions. Purposive sampling was used for face and content

validity and reliability. While multistage sampling was used for

construct validity. Initially, two suburbs were randomly selected

from all the southern areas in Tehran, and then two schools from

two suburbs were randomly selected. Then, the required samples

were selected from these schools by simple random sampling.

The inclusion criteria included: adolescents aged 13–15 years and

willing to consent to participate in the study. The exclusion

criteria were not diagnosed with severe physical, intellectual, or

learning disorders. The sample size of 300 individuals was

considered appropriate for exploratory factor analysis (EFA) stud-

ies. However, it is recommended to select more than 500 samples

if possible.18 Considering a 15% nonresponse rate, 350 adoles-

cents were selected and invited to study. Among them, 327

adolescents met the inclusion criteria, and both adolescents and

their parents were asked to complete a written consent form and

the study scales.

2.2 | Data collection process

The study was conducted during the coronavirus disease 2019

(COVID‐19) pandemic lockdown from June to July 2020. However, in

this period, the students were allowed to attend the final examination

with a presence in the school. Thus, the questionnaires were

completed in a classroom by self‐administration with paper and

pen. It took approximately 15min to complete the scale.

2.3 | Data collection scales

The demographic characteristic form and short form of the AHP‐SF

scale were used for data gathering. The demographic characteristics

form consists of 12 questions to collect information about the

participants' demographic characteristics (gender, parents' educa-

tional level, parent's employment status, birth rank, family income,

family size, Living arrangement, age, height, and weight).
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2.3.1 | AHP‐SF

The preliminary version of this scale with 40 items was validated by

Chen et al.15 in Taiwan in 2003; the developers then decided to

remove 19 items based on the results of the confirmatory factor

analysis (CFA). Finally, they proposed a valid and reliable 21‐item

scale (AHP‐SF) to assess AHP. This scale helps evaluate the

promotion of health among adolescents within six dimensions of

nutrition (3 items), exercise (3 items), health responsibility (4 items),

stress management (3 items), social support (4 items), and life

appreciation (4 items). The scale's reliability has been confirmed with

an internal consistency index with a Cronbach's ɑ of 0.905 and

McDonald's ω of 0.904. The questions were based on a 5‐point Likert

scale (always, sometimes, usually, rarely, and never), with “never” as

the lowest score (1) and “always” as the highest score (5). The total

score is measured according to the mean scores obtained from the

subscales and ranges between 21 and 105. Higher scores on this

scale indicate better health promotion behaviors, and lower scores

indicate an undesirable status of health promotion behaviors.16

2.4 | Translation

2.4.1 | Forward translation

At first, the original version was translated from English to Persian

concurrently by two independent professional translators. Each

translator produced a written report. Furthermore, the translators

made further comments to determine any challenging phrases or

uncertainties. Translators discussed any discrepancies, and a consen-

sus was made.

2.4.2 | Back translation

Following that, two independent translators were asked to translate

the last version of the scale from Persian to English without access to

the original version and then to produce a written report. Individual

reports were compared, and any differences were resolved by

discussion.

Following examining the scale for cultural adaptation and

applying the necessary modifications, the Persian version of the

AHP‐SF scale was developed.

2.5 | Expert committee

Tsang et al.19 suggested that an expert committee review the scale's

prefinal version. In the current study, seven experts (including two

community health nursing instructors, four translators, and one

methodologist) were asked to examine the scale. Following providing

the original and translated versions of the scale, the experts were

asked to score it between 1 and 4 (1 = needs much revision, 2 = needs

a slight revision, 3 = appropriate, and 4 = very appropriate). Then, an

independent researcher finalized the scale based on the expert's

feedback.

2.6 | Validity

2.6.1 | Content validity

Content validity was evaluated both quantitatively and qualitatively

by a panel of experts consisting of eight academic nurses aged 30–50

years from different fields, including community health nursing,

psychiatric nursing, and pediatric nursing. The panel examined

content validity based on the items' content, the scale's overall

structure, and the need to remove or add items. Furthermore, the

panel provided valuable feedback about the appropriate position of

the items, the use of words, the compliance with the grammatical

rules, and the proper scoring of the items. Modifications were made

based on the feedback received from an expert panel.

Quantitative content validity was assessed using the content

validity ratio (CVR) and content validity index (CVI) proposed by Polit

and Beck.20 The panel evaluated the items' necessity by calculating

CVR.21 Calculating the CVR index can lead to selecting the most

important and the best content.22 The CVI was also evaluated to

determine if the items were best designed to measure the constructs.

It should be noted that CVI values higher than 0.79 are valid, CVI

values between 0.70 and 0.79 require further modification, and CVI

values equal to and lower than 0.70 are unacceptable and must be

removed.20 The panel evaluated the items in terms of relevance,

simplicity, and clarity on a 4‐point Likert scale.

2.6.2 | Face validity

Face validity was measured using both quantitative and qualitative

approaches. The quantitative face validity was conducted with a

5‐point Likert scale (from quite important (5) to unimportant (1)) on

the items on the scale. The scale was distributed among a panel of

experts (the panel of experts in the content validity). Then, the

number of individuals who selected the scores 4 or 5 for each item,

the total scores assigned to each item, and the mean scores of each

item were determined. Each item's impact score was calculated using

the following formula: impact = frequency × importance. This study

considers an impact score of 1.5 or greater acceptable. The expert

panel and 30 adolescents contributed to qualitative face validity.

Participants were asked to assess the items' clarity, difficulty level,

and the possibility of misinterpretation of the words and phrases.

2.6.3 | Construct validity

To identify possible cultural differences in the adaptation of the scale,

Orçan suggested performing an EFA.23 Hence, the construct validity
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was evaluated using EFA to identify the dimensions of the scale in

the present study. Factor analysis was appropriated by reporting the

Kaiser–Mayer–Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy and

Bartlett's test of sphericity. Bartlett's test of sphericity was used to

determine whether the obtained correlation matrix was significantly

different from zero. In other words, Bartlett's test of sphericity is

commonly conducted to justify the need for factor analysis.

Moreover, the sampling adequacy value was evaluated using the

KMO test. Eigenvalue was utilized to determine the number of scale

factors. A decision about the number of factors to retain was based

initially on eigenvalue, keeping any factor with an eigenvalue of 1.0 or

higher. Also, Promax rotation was applied for simplification and

interpretation of the factor construct. Data analysis was performed in

SPSS software version 24.

2.7 | Reliability

Reliability is considered an essential criterion for assessing the quality

of a scale as it indicates the accuracy and dependability of the

information obtained by that scale. Hence, to evaluate the scale's

stability, the test–retest method was used on a sample of 30

adolescents within a 2‐week time interval. SPSS statistical package

version 24 was used to calculate the intraclass correlation (ICC) based

on a single‐rating, absolute‐agreement, and two‐way mixed‐effects

model. Furthermore, the results from 327 adolescents were used to

assess internal consistency measured by Cronbach's ɑ coefficient.

2.8 | Statistical analysis

Data analysis mean (SD), frequency report (percentage), and variance

were used to describe the demographic characteristics of the

adolescents. Also, the construct validity of the scale was also

assessed by EFA. Factor analysis was appropriated by reporting the

KMO and Bartlett's test of sphericity. The scale's reliability was

measured by Cronbach's ɑ coefficient and ICC coefficients. These

analyses were performed in SPSS software version 24. Data

imputation was done by replacing missing data with a mean value

for each column.

2.9 | Ethics committee approval

The permission to use the original scale was obtained from the author

via e‐mail. This study has the approval of the Ethics Committee of

Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran. Necessary ethical

and governance approvals were obtained from relevant authorities.

Participants and their parents were informed about their right to

withdraw from the study at any time if they changed their minds. They

also ensured that their data remained anonymous and unidentifiable.

Adolescent and their parents were asked to sign the consent forms.

3 | RESULTS

Table 1 presents the demographic characteristics of adolescents who

participated in the study. Of 336 adolescents, 9 did not complete the

main study scale, leading to a final data set of 327. Also, Table 2

presents the frequency of adolescents' responses to the scale's items

and their respective mean and variance.

3.1 | Validity analysis

3.1.1 | Content validity

The scale content validity was assessed using qualitative methods

through feedback from the panel of experts, and required modifica-

tions were applied accordingly. As Lawshe's table shows, items with a

CVR coefficient value greater than 0.99 were accepted (21 items). In

addition, CVI was evaluated for 21 items, and the content validity

index for the AHP‐SF scale was calculated (CVI = 0.99).

3.1.2 | Face validity

The qualitative face validity was used to indicate the level of

difficulty, the degree of relevance, the ambiguity of the scale, as well

as the 5‐point Likert scale. In the current study, the expert panel and

adolescents approved all items. The quantitative face validity was

assessed by measuring the impact score for each item, and since the

score for all 21 items was higher than 1.5, all items were considered

for the next steps.

3.1.3 | Construct validity

EFA was performed on the data. KMO test indicated sample

adequacy for EFA (KMO= 0.81). Based on Bartlett's test of sphericity

with χ2 (210) = 1168.86, the correlations between the items are large

enough to perform EFA with orthogonal rotation. The results of EFA

showed six factors with eigenvalues of greater than 1. In EFA, two

factors were omitted due to an insufficient number of items. These

factors included items 4, 6, 16, and 17. Finally, four factors (factor 1:

life appreciation; factor 2: stress management; factor 3: nutrition; and

factor 4: health responsibility) explained 42.57 of the total variance.

The scree plot also confirmed the four extracted factors (Figure 1).

Therefore, the factor analysis results indicated acceptable construct

validity for the AHP‐SF scale (Table 3).

3.2 | Reliability analysis

ICC estimates were calculated at 0.99 for the whole scale. (Table 4).

Cronbach's ɑ coefficient was calculated between 0.64 and 0.75 for
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the scale subscales. Cronbach's ɑ coefficient for the whole scale was

reported as 0.84.

4 | DISCUSSION

This study aimed to investigate the validity and reliability of the

Persian version of the AHP‐SF scale. All items remained on the scale

according to the content validity and face validity results with

quantitative and qualitative methods. Thus, the AHP‐SF scale's

construct validity was examined. Although it is crucial to measure

content validity and face validity and is considered a psychoanalytic

step,24 it is not calculated in the original version.

The results of the EFA indicated four factors on the scale. Life

appreciation, stress management, nutrition, and health responsibility

were factors. Chen et al. used CFA for assessing construct validity,

which supports the six‐factor structure, including nutrition, exercise,

health responsibility, stress management, social support, and life

appreciation. Compared to the original scale, the Persian version

differed in factor loading. Researchers have suggested varying

numbers of items per factor ranging from three to five for

representing each factor.25 Therefore, when fewer than three items

are loaded in a factor, it is better to delete that factor. Two factors

(factors 5 and 6) identified in the original version were omitted due to

an insufficient number of items. Among them, only three dimensions

of stress management, nutrition, and health responsibility are

compatible with the dimensions proposed by the HPLP.

The HPLP scale is based on Pender's health promotion model to

determine the extent to which people perform HPBs in six

dimensions: nutrition, physical activity, health responsibility, stress

management, and interpersonal It measures relationships and

spiritual growth.13 One of the models that have been widely

considered in the field of health promotion is Pender's health

promotion model. Pender's model did not include the appreciation of

the life dimension, but plenty of evidence highlights the relationship

between life appreciation and health outcomes.2,26,27 According to

Pender, “Health‐promoting behavior is the endpoint or action‐

outcome directed towards attaining a positive health outcome such

as optimal well‐being, personal fulfillment, and productive living.”13

Therefore, the appreciation of life can be considered an HPB. Also,

the HPLP scale developed in the West evaluates 48 HPBs, while the

AHP‐SF scale designed in the east consists of fewer items and

subscales. The HPLP scale is not age‐specific, while the AHP‐SF scale

is designed specifically for adolescents.13

Cronbach's ɑ coefficient was calculated to assess the scale's

internal consistency, and the obtained coefficient was reported

as 0.84. Moreover, Cronbach's ɑ coefficient was reported

between 0.64 and 0.75 for its subscales. According to Polit and

Yang, Cronbach's ɑ coefficient is primarily influenced by the

number of items on the scale. The small number of items in each

dimension may reduce alpha values.28 Hence, the internal

consistency of the final version of the scale showed acceptable

and desirable internal consistency. Also, the ICC value was

TABLE 1 Demographic characteristics of the
adolescents (n = 327)

Characteristics
Frequency
N %

Gender

Girl 208 63.6

Boy 119 36.4

Father's educational level

Illiterate 42 12.8

Elementary 132 40.4

Diploma 120 36.7

University degree 33 10.1

Mother's educational level

Illiterate 74 22.6

Elementary 101 30.9

Diploma 113 34.6

University degree 39 11.9

Father's employment status

Employed 274 83.8

Unemployed 34 10.4

Retired 19 5.8

Mother's employment status

Employed 48 14.7

Housewife 273 83.5

Retired 6 1.8

Birth rank

First 178 54.4

Second 87 26.6

Third or more 62 19

Family monthly income

Inadequate 46 14.1

Relatively adequate 114 34.9

Adequate 167 51.1

Family size

Less than 4 103 31.5

4 or more 224 68.5

Living arrangement

With both parents 311 95.1

With father 6 1.8

With mother 10 3.1

Age, mean (SD) 14.03 (0.825)

Weight, mean (SD) 56.30 (11.55)

Height, mean (SD) 162.23 (9.007)
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reported as 0.99 in the present study, and it indicates the

excellent reliability of the AHP‐SF scale. In contrast, the reliability

evaluation of the original version only used internal reliability by

calculating McDonald's ω and Cronbach's ɑ.

While the AHP‐40 has been translated and psychometrically tested

in Persian, Chinese, Hindi, and Spanish languages,29–32 the AHP‐SF has

not been translated into other languages yet. Aubi et al.29 translated the

AHP‐40 scale into Persian and measured its validity and reliability.

TABLE 2 Frequency of the adolescents' responses to the scale's items and their respective mean and variance (n = 327)

# Items
Participants' responses, N (%)

Mean VarianceNever Rarely Usually Some times Always

1 I prefer low‐fat foods. 69 (21.1) 50 (15.3) 81 (24.8) 95 (29.1) 32 (9.8) 2.91 1.67

2 I prefer foods with fiber (e.g., fruits and vegetables). 33 (10.1) 64 (19.6) 65 (19.9) 91 (27.8) 74 (22.6) 3.33 1.67

3 My meals include five nutritional groups (e.g., bread, meat, milk,
fruit, and vegetable).

12 (3.7) 56 (17.1) 82 (25.1) 83 (25.4) 94 (28.7) 3.58 1.38

4 I talk to others and share my feelings. 30 (9.2) 71 (21.7) 74 (22.6) 86 (26.3) 66 (20.2) 3.27 1.59

5 I care about others. 10 (3.1) 36 (11) 69 (21.1) 74 (22.6) 138 (42.2) 3.90 1.34

6 I speak to others about my concerns. 38 (11.6) 68 (20.8) 64 (19.6) 92 (28.1) 65 (19.9) 3.24 1.69

7 I try to build good relationships with others. 13 (4) 24(7.3) 59 (18) 69 (21.1) 162 (49.5) 4.05 1.32

8 I try to observe the nutrition facts label while buying stuff. 51 (15.6) 74 (22.6) 50 (15.3) 71 (21.7) 81 (24.8) 3.17 2.03

9 I check my weight. 39 (11.9) 54 (16.5) 68 (20.8) 83 (25.4) 83 (25.4) 3.36 1.78

10 I consult with a physician/nurse about my health concerns. 73 (22.3) 56 (17.1) 62 (19) 69 (21.1) 67 (20.5) 3 2.10

11 I try to check my health conditions at least once a month. 41 (12.5) 72 (22) 86 (26.3) 71 (21.7) 57 (17.4) 3.09 1.63

12 I have positive thoughts. 15 (4.6) 52 (15.9) 75 (22.9) 83 (25.4) 102 (31.2) 3.63 1.45

13 I try to amend my weaknesses. 13 (4) 39 (11.9) 65 (19.9) 77 (23.5) 133 (40.7) 3.85 1.42

14 I try to get to know what is important to me. 12 (3.7) 27 (8.3) 51 (15.6) 67 (20.5) 170 (52) 4.09 1.33

15 I try to have good feelings; I also consider every day attractive

yet challenging.

16 (4.9) 50 (15.3) 58 (17.7) 86 (26.3) 117 (35.8) 3.73 1.51

16 I exercise regularly three times a week for 30min. 54 (16.5) 64 (19.6) 73 (22.3) 77 (23.5) 59 (18) 3.07 1.81

17 I warm up before doing exercises. 32 (9.8) 61 (18.7) 74 (22.6) 61 (18.7) 99 (30.3) 3.41 1.81

18 I try not to hunch while standing or sitting. 28 (8.6) 53 (16.2) 69 (21.1) 101 (30.9) 76 (23.2) 3.44 1.55

19 I try to determine the stressors. 26 (8) 45 (13.8) 87 (26.6) 92 (28.1) 77 (23.5) 3.46 1.47

20 I make plans and then prioritize my ideas. 38 (11.6) 59 (18) 71 (21.7) 78 (23.9) 81 (24.8) 3.32 1.77

21 I try to keep calm even in difficulties. 54 (16.5) 61 (18.7) 63 (19.3) 86 (26.3) 63 (19.3) 31.3 1.86

F IGURE 1 Scree plot for the classified factors through exploratory factor analysis of the Persian version of the AHP‐SF scale. AHP‐SF,
Short‐Form version of the AHP.
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It shows it is a valid and reliable tool for measuring the level of health

promotion of adolescents, young people, and especially medical students.

Based on the study findings, it can be asserted that the AHP‐SF scale

is a reliable, repeatable, and adequately stable scale that is considered

trustworthy. In addition to its high reliability, the AHP‐SF scale is

multidimensional and short. Besides, this scale is specifically developed to

assess health promotion among adolescents. Furthermore, the AHP‐SF is

easy to implement by primary healthcare providers, including school and

community health nurses. It may be helpful in the examination of the

effectiveness of interventional programs in improving adolescents' health.

The present study has some limitations. For instance, criterion

validity was not evaluated in this study; thus, the researchers

recommend assessing this type of validity in future studies. Because

of practical restrictions imposed by the educational authorities, only

adolescents aged between 13 and 15 years were selected. This issue

may affect the generalizability of the findings. Also, this study was

conducted during the COVID‐19 epidemic; it is recommended that

the study be repeated after the COVID‐19 epidemic.

5 | CONCLUSION

The Persian version of the AHP scale provided in the present study is

acceptable concerning the content, face validity, and reliability.

However, based on the total variance, the construct validity of this

scale needs to be examined in other samples. The findings of the

present study are significant because adolescents make up the largest

age group in our country. Therefore, considering the lack of a short

TABLE 3 Results of exploratory factor analysis of the Persian version of the AHP‐SF scale (n = 327)

Dimensions Items Item content
% of
variance

Factor loading

1 2 3 4 5 6

Factor 1 5 I care about others. 20.50 0.724

7 I try to build good relationships with others. 0.813

13 I try to amend my weaknesses. 0.546

14 I try to get to know what is important to me. 0.626

Factor 2 10 I consult with a physician/nurse about my health concerns. 9.02 0.546

12 I have positive thoughts. 0.539

15 I try to have good feelings; I also consider every day attractive
yet challenging.

0.398

19 I try to determine the stressors. 0.670

20 I make plans and then prioritize my ideas. 0.464

21 I try to keep calm even in difficulties. 0.738

Factor 3 1 I prefer low‐fat foods. 6.74 0.665

2 I prefer foods with fiber (e.g., fruits and vegetables). 0.614

3 My meals include five nutritional groups (e.g., bread, meat, milk,
fruit, and vegetable).

0.742

Factor 4 8 I try to observe the nutrition facts label while buying stuff. 6.30 0.513

9 I check my weight. 0.527

11 I try to check my health conditions at least once a month. 0.804

18 I try not to hunch while standing or sitting. 0.450

Factor 5 16 I exercise regularly three times a week for 30min. 4.92 0.740

17 I warm up before doing exercises. 0.710

Factor 6 4 I talk to others and share my feelings. 4.81 0.808

6 I speak to others about my concerns. 0.822

TABLE 4 Cronbach's ɑ coefficient of the Persian version for the
AHP‐SF scale (n = 30)

Dimensions Items
Reliability
(Chronbach's ɑ)

Life appreciation 4 0.74

Stress management 6 0.75

Nutrition 3 0.70

Health responsibility 4 0.64

Adolescent Health Promotion 17 0.84
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and convenient scale in Persian, the Persian version of the AHP‐SF

scale could help measure the health promotion of Iranian adoles-

cents. Since the Persian version of the AHP‐SF is short and

convenient, school health nurses and community health workers

can use this scale to assess adolescents' health and the areas that

need intervention. Therefore, the scale could provide opportunities

for interventions to promote adolescents' healthy behaviors.
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